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Over the last six months, Keith and Jean have continued to work on a number of
animal rights issues, including the need for better welfare standards for Europe’s
cows, the needless slaughter of the UK’s badgers, and experimentation on stray
domestic animals. They have also campaigned for improved conditions in Europe’s
pig farms and highlighted the cruel and intimidating practice of whipping in horse
racing. The Green MEPs will continue to push for improved protection of animals
across the world.

Animal rights from Jean Lambert and Keith Taylor, Green Party MEPs for London and the South East

Demanding better conditions for Europe’s cows
Jean and Keith have lent their
support to a new campaign calling
for improved welfare for Europe’s 23
million dairy cows. Due to a lack of
specific legislation covering the needs
of cows, standards of bovine welfare
vary greatly across the EU, resulting
in untold numbers suffering from
painful illnesses such as mastitis and
lameness, as well as low life expectancy.
A collective of organisations, including
Compassion in World Farming, WSPA
and Ben & Jerry’s, have joined forces in
calling for a new law on cow welfare,

using the recently launched European
Citizens’ Initiative (ECI). Under the ECI,
Europeans have the power to propose
new legislation on a specific issue if

Stop the badger cull

Building links with local charities

Keith and Jean have expressed
their concerns over the UK Government’s flawed plans to ruthlessly cull
thousands of badgers in an attempt to
control the problem of bovine TB.
Keith has backed a complaint
from the Humane Society International which argues that the unnecessary slaughter goes against the Bern
Convention which conserves and
protects European wildlife. Jean has
also written to the UK Environment
Secretary to register her objection and
to urge the government to reconsider
its decision.
The Green MEPs believe that culling
is not an effective or a sustainable
solution and they will continue to fight
this pointless slaughter.

SIGN THE PETITION www.happycows.eu/

Both Jean and Keith have been building
links with animal protection and
conservation charities in their constituencies. Keith visited an RSPCA animal
shelter in Sussex to meet with staff to
hear about the rehoming and rehabilitation work the organisation does in
the South East. He also spent time
with one of the RSPCA’s Inspectors to
observe the important rescue work
that he carries out on a daily basis.
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they gain one million signatures of
support from around the EU.
The proposed EU Directive on Dairy
Cow Welfare calls for common, specific
and enforceable standards across
Europe, including daily access to
shelter and comfortable resting areas,
a nutritious diet and fresh drinking
water and a reduction in painful
bovine diseases. Once the petition has
collected one million signatures, the
initiative will be passed to the European
Commission, who will consider whether
to propose legislation in response to
the concerns raised.

Jean recently visited ‘Wild Place Your
Space’, a pioneering community garden
which has been created near to London’s
Olympic Park and is part-funded by the
RSPB. She discovered how the project is
encouraging local residents, many from
minority ethnic communities, who live
without access to green, open spaces to
discover the diverse wildlife that lives
on their doorstep.
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End the cruelty of the whip
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Jean has joined animal rights organisation Animal Aid in calling for an
outright ban on the use of the whip
in commercial horse racing. During
2010, British Horse Racing Authority
(BHA) rules on the use of the whip
were broken more than 17 times per
week, causing much pain and suffering
to the horses, and research by the
BHA shows that 57 per cent of people
support a ban. Jean has written to
the Environment Secretary, Caroline
Spelman to demand an immediate ban
on the whip and to urge Defra to take
a tougher, more stringent regulatory
approach to the industry.

No experiments on stray animals
Jean has called on the UK Government
to ensure that stray cats and dogs
will not be used in scientific experiments. Jean wrote to the Home Office
following concerns from anti-vivisection campaigners who were worried
that the EU Directive on animal experiments could water down existing
protection for stray domestic animals
in the UK.
The Government has since reiter-

ated that a comprehensive ban on
the use of strays will remain in place.
Jean has welcomed the news as a
broadly positive outcome, but remains
concerned that the UK’s transposition
of the Directive could weaken inspection standards, stall progress on the
issue of transparency in laboratories
and allow for the continuation of some
of the most severe experiments still
permitted under the legislation.

EU animal testing ban must
be fully implemented
Keith has reiterated his call for the
EU ban on the sale of cosmetics
containing ingredients tested on
animals to be fully implemented
without further delay. While animal
testing of cosmetics ingredients and
products has been banned within the
EU since 2009, cosmetics containing
ingredients tested outside the EU
can still be sold. The ban on the sale
of these products has already been
delayed three times and the current
March 2013 deadline could be
extended again, due to pressure from
the cosmetics industry.
Keith has submitted a Written
Question to the European Commission
highlighting that non-animal tests are
available for many ingredients and
warning that the Commission will lose
credibility with European citizens if
they yet again postpone the implementation of this ban.

Urgent action is needed for Europe’s farmed pigs
Keith has called on Agriculture
Ministers across the EU to implement
European legislation that will improve
the lives of Europe’s pigs. In response
to a formal Written Question from
Keith, the European Commission has
revealed that 14 member states will
not be ready to comply with the 2013
legislation that will ban confining
pregnant pigs to sow stalls for their
entire pregnancy.
A sow stall is a metal crate, which is
so narrow that the pregnant pig cannot
turn around and can only stand up and
lie down with difficulty. These individual
crates prevent nearly all natural activity
and interaction with other pigs.
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Pig producers in the UK have led
the way in pig welfare by banning the
use of sow stalls in 1999, although
government action to prevent the use
of farrowing crates is still needed.
Keith said, “The Pigs Directive gave EU
farmers a generous 12 years to phase out
this cruel farming system, therefore there
is no excuse that 14 member states are
expected not to be ready come January
2013. I have written to all the relevant
Ministers calling on them to take swift
action to ensure their pig industry works
towards the EU ban and this important
legislation is effectively implemented by
January 2013”.
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